
 Koh Chang villa 10/11 - Koh Chang Wave Villa B Details

PID : 100590

Price : 719 USD

Bedrooms : 4

Sleeps : 0

Baths : 8

Country : Thailand

Region : Trat

Town : Koh Chang

Description

This U-shape villa surrounds an oblong infinity-edge swimming pool that leads the eye over lawns

and straight to the sea. Large terraces with plenty of sun loungers for the tanning brigade form the

interface between pool and accommodation. A Romanesque covered area at the head of the pool

serves to offer shade, and an outdoor dining area, whilst the foot of the pool is simply a view over

the Gulf of Thailand to dream about. With its jungle backdrop and ocean frontage, there are few

villas to rival this scene of beauty. Four bedrooms, a fitted western-style kitchen, and relaxing

seating areas offer total comfort for eight people during that holiday of a lifetime.

LOCATION

Set on the east coast of Koh Chang, this is an area of peace and tranquility in a tropical landscape.

There are restaurants and shops nearby, but you may wish to settle in and enjoy watching the

tropical scene day after day. When it is time to explore, there are all the usual attractions such as

elephant trekking, sea borne excursions to neighbouring island, fishing, snorkeling, and even a

9-hole golf course on the northwestern side of the island.

VACATION VILLA ACCOMMODATION

Bedrooms

The four-ensuite double bedrooms are all well appointed with excellent air-conditioning, and some

have those views of the garden and sea beyond. There are fitted wardrobes and polished wooden

floors to the feeling of luxury and two bedrooms have easy access to the terrace and pool through

large patio doors.

Bathrooms

The five bathrooms are modern and elegant and feature a combination of views and bathtubs to

add to the usual facilities such as toilet, wash hand basins and walk-in showers.

Dining Room

The dining area is sleek with a dining set for eight and plenty of space around. Magnificent views

of the garden and sea add atmosphere to your formal dining. Alternatively, you can dine outside on

a further set to breathe in those tropical breezes as you feast in paradise.

Kitchen

The modern kitchen could grace any home in the west and has all the appliances you could wish

for to whip up tropical banquets. A side-by-side American style fridge freezer sets the tone with

built-in appliances such as the oven and microwave adding to the modern feel. There is a toaster

and tea and coffee making facilities, and a central-island food preparation area.

Living Rooms

A comfortable and modern grey suite offer total comfort whilst watching the flat screen TV with all

the international channels. The lounge area has the same luxurious feel as the rest of the villa with

its light decor and designer feel, and is the perfect place to sit and relax on your holiday of a

lifetime.

Rental Conditions

Property owner



Name :  Koh Chang villa, Thailand

Phone Number : +44 (0) 800 014 8995

Prices

Low season : 719   USD

Normal : 719 USD

High season : 820 - 1022 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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